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Motivation und 
Einleitung

• Die meisten Lokalisierungstechniken 
basieren auf Trilateration

• Ohne Abstandsmessung keine Trilateration

• Erklärte Technologien sind in beinahe allen 
Lokalisierungsystem anzutreffen 
(Sensornetze, GPS, Ubisense, ...)
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Übersicht

• Abstandsbestimmung mittels Laufzeit und 
Signalstärke

• Funk und Schall

• Empirische Analysen

• Zusammenfassung
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Abstandsbestimmung 
mittels Laufzeit und 

Signalstärke
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Abstandsbestimmung 
mittels Laufzeitmessung

• Time of Arrival (ToA)

• Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA)
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Time of Arrival
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Time Difference of 
Arrival

a
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c

x

Hyperbel von (a,c)

Hyperbel von (a,b)

Hyperbel von (b,c)
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Voraussetzungen

• Genaue Uhren

• Synchronisation der Uhren

• Verzögerungsfreie Signalverarbeitung
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Abstandsbestimmung 
mittels Signalstärke

• Ausbreitungsmodell basiert

‣ Direkt

‣ Lernbasierte Algorithmen

• Messpunkt basiert
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Ausbreitungsmodell 
basiert

a b

c

x
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Messpunkte basiert

x
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Voraussetzung

• Exaktes Model der Signalausbreitung

• Signalausbreitung möglichst 
Umgebungsunabhängig
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Funk und Schall
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Funksignale

• Meist im freien 2.4GHz oder 5.2GHz Band

• Sendeleistung gesetzlich reguliert 
(in der Schweiz 2.4GHz Band: 100mW; 
5.2GHz Band: 200mW)

• Ausbreitung beinahe mit 
Lichtgeschwindigkeit

• Wellenlänge von 2-3GHz: 30-10cm

• Energieaufwändig für Sender und Empfänger
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Schall

• 16-20kHz hörbarer Schall

• 20kHz - 1GHz Ultraschall

• Ausbreitungsgeschwindigkeit: ~343m/s

• Wellenlänge von 1m - 1.5cm bei hörbarem 
Schall

• Energieaufwändig für Sender; Empfänger 
kann Energie des Signals verwerten
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Welches Verfahren ist 
geeignet

Funk Schall

Signalstärke Gute Ausbreitungsmodelle Zu Umgebungsabhängig

Laufzeit
Schnelle Signalausbreitung, 

benötigt genaue 
Synchronisation

Langsame 
Signalausbreitung, 

einfache Synchronisation
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Ausbreitung von 
Funksignalen (1)

• Reflexion

• Diffraktion

• Streuung

• Abblendung/Dämpfung

• Streuung der Verzögerung
(Mehrwege Effekt)
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Ausbreitung von 
Funksignalen (2)

• Ausrichtung der Antenne

• Bauweise der Antenne

• Kalibrierung

• Sich bewegende Objekte

• Interferenzen mit anderen Systemen
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Ausbreitung von 
Schallsignalen (1)

• Reflexion

• Streuung

• Abblendung

• Streuung der Verzögerung
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Ausbreitung von 
Schallsignalen (2)

• Meteorologische Einflüsse

‣ Wind

‣ Temperatur

‣ Luftdruck

‣ Luftfeuchtigkeit

• Atmosphärische Einflüsse

‣ Temperaturunterschiede
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Empirische Analysen
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Empirische Analyse: 
Funk

• Auswahl von vielen

• Grosse Unterschiede der Qualität der 
Analysen

• Gute Qualität und gute Genauigkeit im 
Vergleich zu anderen Methoden

• RADAR
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Vorgehen

• Messpunkte basiert

• Wahl des “nearest neighbor in signal 
space” (NNSS)

• (t,x,y,d) Tupel werden gespeichert (Zeit, Ort 
in 2D,  Ausrichtung)

• Fingerprint der Signalstärke von 3 
Basisstationen
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Versuchsaufbau

from the mobile host. The process operates as follows. First, 
the clocks on the mobile host and the base stations are 

synchronized (to within the round-trip latency of the wireless 
link, essentially less than 5 ms). The mobile host then starts 
broadcasting UDP packets, each with a 6-byte payload and 
spaced apart uniformly, at a default rate of 4 per second. 
Each base station (bs) records the signal strength (ss) 

measurement3 together with a synchronized timestamp t, i.e., 
i t  records tuples of the form (t ,  bs, ss). This information is 

collected both during the off-line phase and the real-time 

phase. 

(----------Mm -b 

43.5 m 

Figure 1 Map of the floor where the experiments were 

conducted. The black dots denote locations were empirical 

signal strength information was collected. The large stars 

show the locations of the 3 base stations. The orientation is 

North (up) and East (right). 

During the course of our experiments, we discovered that 
the signal strength is a stronger function of location than the 
signal-to-noise ratio. The latter is impacted by random 

fluctuations in the noise process. So we only use signal 
strength information in our analysis. 
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In addition, during the off-line phase (but not the real- 

time phase), the user indicates hisher current location by 
clicking on a map of the floor. The user’s coordinates (x.y) 
and timestamp t are recorded. 

During our experiments, we discovered that signal 
strength at a given location varies quite significantly (by up 
to 5 dBm) depending on the user’s orientation, i.e., the 
direction he/she is facing. In one orientation, the mobile 

host’s antenna may have line-of-sight (LOS) connectivity to a 
base station’s antenna while in the opposite orientation, the 

user’s body may form an obstruction. So, in addition to 
user’s location (x,y), we also recorded the direction (d) (one 
of north, south, east, or west) that he/she is facing at the time 

the measurement is made4. Thus, the mobile host records 

tuples of the form (t,x,y,d) during the off-line phase. We 

discuss the implications of the user’s orientation in more 
detail in Section 4. 

In all, during the off-line phase, we collected signal 

strength information in each of the 4 directions at 70 distinct 
physical locations on our floor. For each combination of 

location and orientation (i.e., (x,y,d) tuple), we collected at 

least 20 signal strength samples. 

3.3 Data Processing 

precursor to the analyses discussed in Section 4. 

3.3.1 Signal Strength Information 

Using the synchronized timestamps, we merged all of 
the traces collected during the off-line phase into a single, 

unified table containing tuples of the form (x,y,d,ss,snr,), 

where i E {1,2,3}corresponding to the three base stations. 

For each (x,y,d) tuple, we computed the mean, the standard 
deviation, and the median of the corresponding signal 

strength values for each of the base stations. For much of our 
analysis, we use this processed data set (primarily the mean) 
rather than the original, raw data set. 

We wrote routines to search through the processed data 
set to determine exact as well as closest matches. There is a 

fair amount of database research literature that describes 
efficient data structures and algorithms for such multi- 

dimensional searches (e.g., R-Tree [Gut84], X-Tree [Be196], 

optimal k-nearest neighbor search [Sei98], etc.) However, 
we chose .a simple linear-time search algorithm because our 
relatively small data set and dimensionality (at most 3, as 

explained in Section 4) did not warrant the complexity of the 
aforementioned algorithms. Moreover, the focus of our 
research is on the analysis rather than on developing an 
optimal closest match implementation. 

3.3.2 Building Floor Layout Information 

We obtained the layout information for our floor, which 

specified the coordinates of each room. We also obtained 
the coordinates of the three base stations. Using these and 

While there are other sources of fluctuation, such as the 
movement of other people and objects, these tend to be 
random. In contrast, the body of the person carrying the 
mobile host introduces a systematic source of error. 

We outline the data processing that we performed as a 

77 IEEE INFOCOM 2000 

• Punkte sind 
vorvermessene 
Messpunkte (70 Stück) 

• Sterne sind WLAN 
Basisstationen

Quelle: [2]
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Messergebnisse (1)

Error 
Distance

25th 50th 75th

Empirical 1.92m 2.94m 4.69m

Strongest 4.54m 
(2.4x)

8.16m 
(2.8x)

11.5m 
(2.5x)

Random 10.37m 
(5.4x)

16.26m 
(5.5x)

25.63m 
(5.5x)

Percentile

M
et

ho
d

Quelle: [2]
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Messergebnisse (2)

the signal generated by the mobile host is not obstructed by 

the user’s body. While this may not be realistic given the 

antenna design and positioning for existing wireless LANs, it 

may be possible to approximate this “ideal case” with new 

antenna designs (e.g., omnidirectional wearable antenna) 

We repeat the analysis of the previous sections with the 

smaller “maximum signal strength” data set of 70 data points 

(instead of 70*4=280 data points in the original data set). In 
Figure 5, we plot the 251h and the SOth percentile values of the 

error distance with averaging over neighbor sets of various 

sizes. 
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Figure 5 The error distance for the empirical method with 

averaging on the data set containing the max signal strength 

measurement for each location. 

We make a couple of observations. First, just as 

expected, the use of the maximum SS data set improves the 

accuracy of location estimation slightly even in the absence 

of averaging ( k = l ) .  The 251h percentile value of the error 

distance is 1.8 m and the 50th percentile 2.67 m, 6% and 9% 
better, respectively, compared to Table 1. Second, averaging 

over 2-4 nearest neighbors improves accuracy significantly; 

the 251h percentile is about 1 m (48% better) and the SOth 

percentile is 2.13 m (28% better). Averaging is more 
effective here than in Section 4.1.2 because the set of k 

nearest neighbors in signal space necessarily correspond to k 

physically distinct locations. 

4.1.4 Impact of the Number of Data Points 

We now investigate how the accuracy of location 

estimation would be impacted if we had data from fewer 

than the 70 distinct physical locations considered thus far. 

For each value of n, the number of physical locations 
(ranging between 2 and 70), we conducted 20 runs of our 

analysis program. In each run, we picked n points at random 

from the entire data set collected during the off-line phase 

and used this subset to construct the search space for the 

NNSS algorithm. We collated the error distance data from all 

the runs corresponding to the same value of n (Figure 6). 

For small n ( 5  or less), the error distance is a factor of 2 

to 4 worse than when the entire empirical set containing 70 
physical points is used. But the error distance diminishes 

rapidly as n increases. For n=20, the median error distance is 

less than 33% worse and for n=40. i t  is less than 10% worse. 

The diminishing returns as n becomes large is due to the 
inherent variability in the measured SS. This translates into 

inaccuracy in the estimation of physical location. So there is 

little benefit in obtaining empirical data at physical points 

spaced closer than a threshold. 

w’ o l  i 

1 10 100 

Size of empirical data set (# physical 

points, n )  

Figure 6 The error distance versus the size of the empirical 

data set (on a log scale). 

In summary, for our floor, the empirical method would 

perform almost as well with a data set of 40 physical points 

as with a set of 70 points. In practice, we could make do with 

even fewer points by picking physical locations that are 

distributed uniformly over the area of the floor rather than at 

random. 

4.1.5 

In the analysis presented so far, we have worked with 

the mean of all of the samples recorded during the off-line 
phase for each combination of location and orientation. 

While it may be reasonable to construct the empirical data 
set with a large number of samples (since it is a one-time 

task), there may be constraints on the number of samples that 
can be obtained in real-time to determine a user’s location. 

So we investigate the impact of a limited number of real- 

time samples (while retaining the entire off-line data set for 

the NNSS search space) on the accuracy of location 

estimation. Our analysis shows that only a small number of 

real-time samples are needed to approach the accuracy 

obtained using all of the samples (Table 1) .  With just 1 real- 

time sample, the median error distance is about 30% worse 

than when all samples were considered. With 2 samples, i t  is 

about 1 1 % worse and with 3 samples it is under 4% worse. 

4.1.6 Impact of User Orientation 

As we have already discussed, the user’s orientation has 

a significant impact on the SS measured at the base stations. 

In Section 4.1.3, we did a best-case analysis using the 

maximum SS across all four orientations. We now consider, 

in some sense, the worst case where the off-line data set only 

has points corresponding to a particular orientation (say 

north) while the real-time samples correspond to the opposite 

orientation (i.e., south). We compute the error distance for all 

four combinations of opposing directions: north-south, 

south-north, east-west, and west-east. 

Impact of the Number of Samples 

0-7803-5880-5/00/$10.00 ( c )  2000 lEEE 7 80 IEEE INFOCOM 2000 

Quelle: [2]
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Probleme

• Sich bewegende Objekte

• Antennen Ausrichtung

• Umgebungsabhängigkeit

• Wahl der Messpunkte
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Empirische Analysen 
Funk

Name Methode Messfehler

Ecolocation direkt RSSI ~3m [3]

RADAR Messpunkte
~3m (50% 
Perzentil)
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Empirische Analyse: 
Schall

• Verwendung handelsüblicher Soundkarte

• Synchronisation mittels Funk

• Verwendung von Breitband, mittels 
Kodierung reflektierte Signale erkennen

• Messungen bei LoS, Erkennung wäre möglich 
z.B. mittels Kamera
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Versuchsaufbau

chirp

Synchronisation
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Messergebnisse (1)

Effect of Atmospheric Parameters on the Speed of Sound
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Figure 5: Effect of atmospheric parameters
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Figure 6: Line of sight (LOS) calibration experiment

of these parameters, which adds up to a fluctuation of over

10% over the full range of different values.

After establishing an origin point and the correct param-

eters to compute the speed of sound, we performed a cali-

bration test. In this test, clusters of closely spaced measure-

ments were taken at periodic intervals between 0 and 650

cm range. The results of the test are shown in Figure 6. The

graph shows that the sensor behaves quite linearly. A de-

tail shown in Figure 7 shows that under some conditions the

system can be quite accurate (the errorbars represent 95%

confidence intervals from 20 trials at each point.)

Figure 8 shows a different set of conditions. We believe

that this unusual slope was caused by localized temperature

fluctuations resulting from a ventilation duct positioned di-

rectly over the 3 meter position where these measurements

were taken. In any event this condition only exists on a local

scale, because globally the slope is clearly linear.
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Figure 7: LOS calibration experiment: 6m detail
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Figure 8: LOS calibration experiment: 3m detail

4 Results and Characterization

The results from the LOS calibration experiment showed

a long-term linear relation, with some short-term variations

that were believed to be related to local temperature fluctua-

tion. In this section we will present a more in-depth charac-

terization of the effect of different environmental conditions,

paying particular attention to cases in which the sensor can-

not estimate its error on its own.

4.1 Local Temperature Dependence

In order to test our theory that local fluctuations in tem-

perature could result in local changes in slope, we per-

formed an experiment in which some heated water was po-

sitioned nearby the emitter, producing a region of warm,

humid air. Figure 9 shows the result of this. Shortly af-

ter the emitter enters the region of heated air, the measured

range drops off the linear relation and continues at a lower

slope. This corresponds well with our hypothesis, because

each incremental change in position in the heated region will

Quelle: [1]
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Messergebnisse (2)

Effect of Atmospheric Parameters on the Speed of Sound
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of these parameters, which adds up to a fluctuation of over

10% over the full range of different values.

After establishing an origin point and the correct param-

eters to compute the speed of sound, we performed a cali-

bration test. In this test, clusters of closely spaced measure-

ments were taken at periodic intervals between 0 and 650

cm range. The results of the test are shown in Figure 6. The

graph shows that the sensor behaves quite linearly. A de-

tail shown in Figure 7 shows that under some conditions the

system can be quite accurate (the errorbars represent 95%

confidence intervals from 20 trials at each point.)

Figure 8 shows a different set of conditions. We believe

that this unusual slope was caused by localized temperature

fluctuations resulting from a ventilation duct positioned di-

rectly over the 3 meter position where these measurements

were taken. In any event this condition only exists on a local

scale, because globally the slope is clearly linear.
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Figure 8: LOS calibration experiment: 3m detail

4 Results and Characterization

The results from the LOS calibration experiment showed

a long-term linear relation, with some short-term variations

that were believed to be related to local temperature fluctua-

tion. In this section we will present a more in-depth charac-

terization of the effect of different environmental conditions,

paying particular attention to cases in which the sensor can-

not estimate its error on its own.

4.1 Local Temperature Dependence

In order to test our theory that local fluctuations in tem-

perature could result in local changes in slope, we per-

formed an experiment in which some heated water was po-

sitioned nearby the emitter, producing a region of warm,

humid air. Figure 9 shows the result of this. Shortly af-

ter the emitter enters the region of heated air, the measured

range drops off the linear relation and continues at a lower

slope. This corresponds well with our hypothesis, because

each incremental change in position in the heated region will

Quelle: [1]
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Messergebnisse (3)

Effect of Atmospheric Parameters on the Speed of Sound
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Figure 5: Effect of atmospheric parameters
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of these parameters, which adds up to a fluctuation of over

10% over the full range of different values.

After establishing an origin point and the correct param-

eters to compute the speed of sound, we performed a cali-

bration test. In this test, clusters of closely spaced measure-

ments were taken at periodic intervals between 0 and 650

cm range. The results of the test are shown in Figure 6. The

graph shows that the sensor behaves quite linearly. A de-

tail shown in Figure 7 shows that under some conditions the

system can be quite accurate (the errorbars represent 95%

confidence intervals from 20 trials at each point.)

Figure 8 shows a different set of conditions. We believe

that this unusual slope was caused by localized temperature

fluctuations resulting from a ventilation duct positioned di-

rectly over the 3 meter position where these measurements

were taken. In any event this condition only exists on a local

scale, because globally the slope is clearly linear.
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4 Results and Characterization

The results from the LOS calibration experiment showed

a long-term linear relation, with some short-term variations

that were believed to be related to local temperature fluctua-

tion. In this section we will present a more in-depth charac-

terization of the effect of different environmental conditions,

paying particular attention to cases in which the sensor can-

not estimate its error on its own.

4.1 Local Temperature Dependence

In order to test our theory that local fluctuations in tem-

perature could result in local changes in slope, we per-

formed an experiment in which some heated water was po-

sitioned nearby the emitter, producing a region of warm,

humid air. Figure 9 shows the result of this. Shortly af-

ter the emitter enters the region of heated air, the measured

range drops off the linear relation and continues at a lower

slope. This corresponds well with our hypothesis, because

each incremental change in position in the heated region will

Quelle: [1]
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Probleme

• Line of Sight

• Temperaturunterschiede 

• Ausrichtung Lautsprechers/Mikrofon
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Zusammenfassung

• Sehr Störungsanfällig, viele Fehlerquellen

• Sehr wichtig, starke Entwicklung

• Schall genau aber nur bei vorhandener LoS

• Funk ungenauer aber grosses Einsatzgebiet

• Einsatzzweck bestimmt die zu verwendende 
Technik
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from the mobile host. The process operates as follows. First, 
the clocks on the mobile host and the base stations are 

synchronized (to within the round-trip latency of the wireless 
link, essentially less than 5 ms). The mobile host then starts 
broadcasting UDP packets, each with a 6-byte payload and 
spaced apart uniformly, at a default rate of 4 per second. 
Each base station (bs) records the signal strength (ss) 

measurement3 together with a synchronized timestamp t, i.e., 
i t  records tuples of the form (t ,  bs, ss). This information is 

collected both during the off-line phase and the real-time 

phase. 

(----------Mm -b 

43.5 m 

Figure 1 Map of the floor where the experiments were 

conducted. The black dots denote locations were empirical 

signal strength information was collected. The large stars 

show the locations of the 3 base stations. The orientation is 

North (up) and East (right). 

During the course of our experiments, we discovered that 
the signal strength is a stronger function of location than the 
signal-to-noise ratio. The latter is impacted by random 

fluctuations in the noise process. So we only use signal 
strength information in our analysis. 

0-7803-5880-5/00/$10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE 7 

In addition, during the off-line phase (but not the real- 

time phase), the user indicates hisher current location by 
clicking on a map of the floor. The user’s coordinates (x.y) 
and timestamp t are recorded. 

During our experiments, we discovered that signal 
strength at a given location varies quite significantly (by up 
to 5 dBm) depending on the user’s orientation, i.e., the 
direction he/she is facing. In one orientation, the mobile 

host’s antenna may have line-of-sight (LOS) connectivity to a 
base station’s antenna while in the opposite orientation, the 

user’s body may form an obstruction. So, in addition to 
user’s location (x,y), we also recorded the direction (d) (one 
of north, south, east, or west) that he/she is facing at the time 

the measurement is made4. Thus, the mobile host records 

tuples of the form (t,x,y,d) during the off-line phase. We 

discuss the implications of the user’s orientation in more 
detail in Section 4. 

In all, during the off-line phase, we collected signal 

strength information in each of the 4 directions at 70 distinct 
physical locations on our floor. For each combination of 

location and orientation (i.e., (x,y,d) tuple), we collected at 

least 20 signal strength samples. 

3.3 Data Processing 

precursor to the analyses discussed in Section 4. 

3.3.1 Signal Strength Information 

Using the synchronized timestamps, we merged all of 
the traces collected during the off-line phase into a single, 

unified table containing tuples of the form (x,y,d,ss,snr,), 

where i E {1,2,3}corresponding to the three base stations. 

For each (x,y,d) tuple, we computed the mean, the standard 
deviation, and the median of the corresponding signal 

strength values for each of the base stations. For much of our 
analysis, we use this processed data set (primarily the mean) 
rather than the original, raw data set. 

We wrote routines to search through the processed data 
set to determine exact as well as closest matches. There is a 

fair amount of database research literature that describes 
efficient data structures and algorithms for such multi- 

dimensional searches (e.g., R-Tree [Gut84], X-Tree [Be196], 

optimal k-nearest neighbor search [Sei98], etc.) However, 
we chose .a simple linear-time search algorithm because our 
relatively small data set and dimensionality (at most 3, as 

explained in Section 4) did not warrant the complexity of the 
aforementioned algorithms. Moreover, the focus of our 
research is on the analysis rather than on developing an 
optimal closest match implementation. 

3.3.2 Building Floor Layout Information 

We obtained the layout information for our floor, which 

specified the coordinates of each room. We also obtained 
the coordinates of the three base stations. Using these and 

While there are other sources of fluctuation, such as the 
movement of other people and objects, these tend to be 
random. In contrast, the body of the person carrying the 
mobile host introduces a systematic source of error. 

We outline the data processing that we performed as a 
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Figure 6: Line of sight (LOS) calibration experiment

of these parameters, which adds up to a fluctuation of over

10% over the full range of different values.

After establishing an origin point and the correct param-

eters to compute the speed of sound, we performed a cali-

bration test. In this test, clusters of closely spaced measure-

ments were taken at periodic intervals between 0 and 650

cm range. The results of the test are shown in Figure 6. The

graph shows that the sensor behaves quite linearly. A de-

tail shown in Figure 7 shows that under some conditions the

system can be quite accurate (the errorbars represent 95%

confidence intervals from 20 trials at each point.)

Figure 8 shows a different set of conditions. We believe

that this unusual slope was caused by localized temperature

fluctuations resulting from a ventilation duct positioned di-

rectly over the 3 meter position where these measurements

were taken. In any event this condition only exists on a local

scale, because globally the slope is clearly linear.
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Figure 8: LOS calibration experiment: 3m detail

4 Results and Characterization

The results from the LOS calibration experiment showed

a long-term linear relation, with some short-term variations

that were believed to be related to local temperature fluctua-

tion. In this section we will present a more in-depth charac-

terization of the effect of different environmental conditions,

paying particular attention to cases in which the sensor can-

not estimate its error on its own.

4.1 Local Temperature Dependence

In order to test our theory that local fluctuations in tem-

perature could result in local changes in slope, we per-

formed an experiment in which some heated water was po-

sitioned nearby the emitter, producing a region of warm,

humid air. Figure 9 shows the result of this. Shortly af-

ter the emitter enters the region of heated air, the measured

range drops off the linear relation and continues at a lower

slope. This corresponds well with our hypothesis, because

each incremental change in position in the heated region will
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of these parameters, which adds up to a fluctuation of over

10% over the full range of different values.

After establishing an origin point and the correct param-

eters to compute the speed of sound, we performed a cali-

bration test. In this test, clusters of closely spaced measure-

ments were taken at periodic intervals between 0 and 650

cm range. The results of the test are shown in Figure 6. The

graph shows that the sensor behaves quite linearly. A de-

tail shown in Figure 7 shows that under some conditions the

system can be quite accurate (the errorbars represent 95%

confidence intervals from 20 trials at each point.)

Figure 8 shows a different set of conditions. We believe

that this unusual slope was caused by localized temperature

fluctuations resulting from a ventilation duct positioned di-

rectly over the 3 meter position where these measurements

were taken. In any event this condition only exists on a local

scale, because globally the slope is clearly linear.
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4 Results and Characterization

The results from the LOS calibration experiment showed

a long-term linear relation, with some short-term variations

that were believed to be related to local temperature fluctua-

tion. In this section we will present a more in-depth charac-

terization of the effect of different environmental conditions,

paying particular attention to cases in which the sensor can-

not estimate its error on its own.

4.1 Local Temperature Dependence

In order to test our theory that local fluctuations in tem-

perature could result in local changes in slope, we per-

formed an experiment in which some heated water was po-

sitioned nearby the emitter, producing a region of warm,

humid air. Figure 9 shows the result of this. Shortly af-

ter the emitter enters the region of heated air, the measured

range drops off the linear relation and continues at a lower

slope. This corresponds well with our hypothesis, because

each incremental change in position in the heated region will
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of these parameters, which adds up to a fluctuation of over

10% over the full range of different values.

After establishing an origin point and the correct param-

eters to compute the speed of sound, we performed a cali-

bration test. In this test, clusters of closely spaced measure-

ments were taken at periodic intervals between 0 and 650

cm range. The results of the test are shown in Figure 6. The

graph shows that the sensor behaves quite linearly. A de-

tail shown in Figure 7 shows that under some conditions the

system can be quite accurate (the errorbars represent 95%

confidence intervals from 20 trials at each point.)

Figure 8 shows a different set of conditions. We believe

that this unusual slope was caused by localized temperature

fluctuations resulting from a ventilation duct positioned di-

rectly over the 3 meter position where these measurements

were taken. In any event this condition only exists on a local

scale, because globally the slope is clearly linear.
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4 Results and Characterization

The results from the LOS calibration experiment showed

a long-term linear relation, with some short-term variations

that were believed to be related to local temperature fluctua-

tion. In this section we will present a more in-depth charac-

terization of the effect of different environmental conditions,

paying particular attention to cases in which the sensor can-

not estimate its error on its own.

4.1 Local Temperature Dependence

In order to test our theory that local fluctuations in tem-

perature could result in local changes in slope, we per-

formed an experiment in which some heated water was po-

sitioned nearby the emitter, producing a region of warm,

humid air. Figure 9 shows the result of this. Shortly af-

ter the emitter enters the region of heated air, the measured

range drops off the linear relation and continues at a lower

slope. This corresponds well with our hypothesis, because

each incremental change in position in the heated region will
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